
Imposing bull with great strength and balance

Beta casein A2A2 and aAa code 564

Sire Constant passes on good components and super

conformation

Proven cow family, generations with good

conformation and low somatic cell counts

Three generations still present when Flynt was used,

longevity

Combines good production with good conformation

scores

361200 • Flynt
Constant x Matthes x Diman • aAa: 564

Breeder: Ludger Specker, Wettringen, Duitsland
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BULL INFORMATION

Name Flynt

Herdbook number DE 0539815817

A.I.-code 361200

aAa code 564

colour RB

Breed 100% MRIJ

 

Date of birth 2018-02-25

Kappa Casein AB

Beta Casein A2/A2

Cow family Fella

Straw colour Turquoise *

Constant 

Albert 

Coba 374 

Felge  

3/3 298d 9046kg 4,13% 3,68%
HL3 305d 10254kg 4,29% 3,71%
86 88 90 88 VG 89

Matthes 

Felizitas  

8/7 296d 8213kg 4,22% 3,67%
HL3 305d 9486kg 4,44% 3,59%
83 85 89 86 VG 87

A limited number of MRIJ bulls are used by K.I. SAMEN each year. This means the bar is set extremely high for any bulls we
acquire. Our choice is naturally based on good production (including protein) and conformation traits, as well as an
excellent pedigree. Proven breeding (breeding bulls) is also an advantage and the A2/A2 variant for beta-casein is
essential. The impressive, German-bred bull Flynt (Constant x Matthes x Diman) has all these ingredients and also offers
the quite rare aAa code 564.

 

Constant, Flynt’s sire, is a reliable breeding bull with the A2/A2 variant for beta-casein. This very balanced bull is
considered to be a component champion and passes on super conformation. Constant can be relied on to give his offspring
lovely frames (with good rumps), solid legs and good udders (with especially impressive rear udders).

 

The cow family that represents Flynt's maternal line has gilt-edged credentials. Successive generations of productive cows
with good conformation and extremely low somatic cell counts. Flynt’s dam Felge was registered as a 3rd calf cow with 89
points, grand dam Felizitas with 87 points and great-grand dam Fella as a 9th calf cow with 86 points for overall
conformation. They were all of a good age at the classifications which proves their...

PRATICAL PROVEN BREEDING


